
ALPHABET  WRITING  TECHNIQUE  FOR  LD  CHILDREN 

If   a  LD ( learning  disability) child  is not able  to write alphabets correctly,teach by  the following methods: 

1. Use flash card  (writing  single alphabet on a chart paper)  and also  stick related picture on another card  

for eg: write  ‘ a’   in  a card  ;  stick  applepicture in another card,like this  prepare cards  for  all the  

alphabets . 

 

2. Write the alphabet  (  single) on a paper and ask them to color  it. 

3. Ask  the  child to round the  wanted  alphabet from  the  mixed  alphabets letters. 

4. Matching  the alphabets  -write  one set  of  alphabets on one  side  and other side   write the same set of 

alphabets in  different positions. 

5. Write  the alphabet on his hand  or  back  and ask  them to identify. 

6. Using  clay  ask  them to form  alphabet. 

7.  Usually  the child gets confused  between  b and d in that case  ,you  tell like this   for  b first  write  bat  

(means  l and then  ball  o ) ,  for d first  write drum  (means  o and then  stick l ) 

8. Write  the  alphabet  on the floor in a big size  and ask the child to hop on the letter  in the  manner  how we 

write the alphabet. 

. 

PHONICS 
  

 TEACHING  PHONETIC  SOUNDS  USING FLASH CARDS 

STEPS  FOR TEACHING: 

1. Take  a  chart  paper  and  cut  into  26  pieces of size  10cmx10cm  for 26 alphabets 

2.  Write  down  A on  a piece  with  black  marker pen  in a big size (sometimes  other   bright colors  are 

used  if the child is not comfortable  with black) 

3. Like  this  for  all alphabets  cards are prepared. 

4.Prepare  cards for   lower case  (ie: smaller letters- a) letters  also . 

5. Ask  the child to sit  in front of you and show the  card to them   for a minute and  tell the  sound  and ask 

them to repeat 

6. Don’t  ask them whether they  have understood  the sound 

7.Like  this  put all cards (  each  card for a minute) 

8.  Do this steps  for 3 times  and go for other activity 

9. Daily  do  this  until  the child is comfortable with all sounds 

 


